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Beginning in January of 2022, my assignment, as well as my other classmates in lab, was to
select a tree within the Salve Regina Arboretum to keep track of as the semester progresses.
After I made my selection of a small, seemingly young tree outside of the McKillop Library mail
room, otherwise known as the back entrance to the library, I tracked it with photographs
throughout the months to come. I visited my tree regularly, to ensure I witnessed its progress as
the seasons changed from a windy winter wonderland to blooming spring. As I understood the
patterns of my youthful tree as it embraced varying weather patterns, recorded the process in
doing so.

American Beech #791 (Fagus grandifolia) Whole tree.
Photograph January 31st, 2022
This picture of my tree was taken January 31st, 2022, right after a snowstorm had hit the Newport
area. At this point, I had done some research, and discovered that the tree I was keeping track of
was a Fagus grandifolia, more commonly known as an American Beech. This tree is native to

eastern North America, ranging from above Maine into Canada, all the way down to Louisiana.
It is considered both a shade tree as well as an ornamental tree, as it is particularly good at
blocking sunlight due to its wide spread of leaves. A mature American Beech can grow as tall as
90 feet and can have a spread as wide as 40 feet, with trunks as big as 48 inches in diameter. Its
growth rate is not particularly fast and is rather regarded to have either a slow or medium rate,
with height progression between 21” to 24” per year. The tree performs well in acidic, moist,
sandy, silty loam, well drained and clay soils, and is highly sensitive to droughts (Butler, Arbor
Day Foundation). In the fall, the leaves turn from green to a bronze color, provides leaves of 3-6”
length with sharp teeth on the edges, it yields edible, hard, brown beechnuts, needs lots of space
to grow, and is particularly known for its longevity, as their lifespan commonly lasts between
300-400 years.

American Beech #791 (Fagus grandifolia) Whole tree.
Photographed March 9th, 2022.

This picture of my tree was taken March 9th, after much of the brisk chill of the winter wind had
calmed down and it was less daunting to take pictures of my tree instead of just sprinting back to
my dorm after class. I noticed the tree at this point had no leaves on it at all, whereas previously
in January there were still some less than alive leaves hanging on still, despite autumn ending
months prior. Freshly bare, this tree seemed ready as ever to enter the season of spring. This is
characteristic of most species of beech trees, as unlike other species of tree, they do not directly
lose their leaves in the fall. Rather, they remain dry and brown on the branches until springtime.
This is part of a process called marcescence and typically occurs in saplings, making sense
further as my tree is very young (Southgate, Yale Nature Walk). In this particular case, the tree,
though it intended to keep it’s leaves on, likely was so bare as a result of the extremely high and
constant windspeeds typical of Aquidneck Island. Climate conditions within certain regions
where this type of tree is native can make it appear as if it is not behaving characteristic to its
normal patterns.

American Beech #791 (Fagus grandifolia) Whole tree, close of branches, bark and leaves.
Photographed on March 16th, 2022 (Left), and Photographed on March 20th, 2022 (Right).

In the weeks between the end of January and the beginning of March, I had seen little to no
change in the progression of the tree. However, at this point in later March, I began to notice the
leaves beginning to bud from the branches, and it was no longer so bare. Different from how it
looked in the weeks prior, the tree looked less barren from the winter winds and was beginning
to experience growth. Though the photograph on the left is taken further away from the
photograph on the right, one can see a bit of a difference even though these pictures are only 4
days apart. As the tree continues to mature, the branches will form feathery tassels at the ends
that grow long and plump with the warm weather, which will transform into true leaves around
April, which they have begun to do already.

American Beech #791 (Fagus grandifolia) Whole tree, close of branches/leaves, close of bark.
All photographed April 20th, 2022.

As spring moved forward with vigor, actively working up to warm up the Island after a lengthy
winter, I noticed increasing changes within my trees budding progress. The leaves began to
protrude from the branches much more abundantly than the last time I had checked up on the
tree. The tan colored leaves, soon to turn a bright green, were visibly working their way to full

protrusion. It was clear the rate of progression of leaf budding was going to continue increasing
as the spring season came upon it.
As my American Beech continues to grow, it will mature to be a wide, shady tree with a
tendency to push other trees out of the way. This is a natural advantage, because when Beech
trees age near other trees, the bark doesn’t see sun often, and the bark, thin and sensitive, can
burn when dealing with sudden unfamiliar exposure to the sun. This happens when they grow
taller than the trees around it, or suddenly the trees surrounding it are cut or struck down. This
sun exposure can actually burn the tree, which is harmful and can often kill the tree as a result.
So, it is in the American Beech’s best interest to maintain the same shady or shade-free
conditions throughout its life, so it can be accustomed to its surroundings in its youth when it is
healthy and resilient. When fully mature, the tree will produce Beech nuts, which ripen in the
fall, are covered in soft prickles, brown, and contain two halves on a nut inside. When ripe, these
outer shells open and release the nuts in the season of autumn, and the shells remain on the tree
into the winter (Cope 2002).
Throughout this semester, which took the tree and I from mid-winter to spring, I learned a great
deal about one of the most populous trees in eastern North America, one of which I got to
maintain on my very own college campus. I was able to witness the way in which my tree would
plateau during the cold months and reserve its action for the warmer weather, during which much
occurred within a short period of time. I gained an understanding of the conditions in which the
American Beech thrives, what hinders it, and the ways in which it can flourish in the right
conditions. This project truly opened my eyes as to what a tree can mean for the environment it
lives within, and the how impactful it is within its surroundings in a way I never previously
imagined.
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